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1. Bees need no invitation
When Flowers Bloom...
You have your own purpose like the raindrops kiss
bringing out the fresh fragrance,
The wet earth smiles with flowers and greets you
on its green carpet of abundance,
Butterflies dance and song birds compose symphonies;
beasts perform their best play,
Somewhere a greedy, jealous man wishes to rob
their intolerable happiness without delay!
You or me or anyone can grow like a beautiful plant
and flower happiness and peace,
But we grow curved sharp thistles and sharpen
our fangs to do wrongs to appease,
Our Satanic instincts of sulfur and phosphorus fumes
and go on rampage, on the lease
Of lives of fellow living being without any tears or
remorse and destroy the garden at ease!
A flower does not think of competing with other
next to it, unlike the human lover character!
It just blooms exploding its fragrance all over and
the best bee wins the pollen and nectar!
It is mutual cooperation and harmony in propagating
and proliferating mutual progeny,
In that blooms and hums i find happiness and joy
but no vanity or persecuting philogyny!
The road to Eden is carpeted and guarded by the
flower beds of mercy and trees as lamp posts of sacrifice!
Flowers in their flowing language remind you of the
blessings of the prophets and sing the hymns in divine voice!

✧✧✧✧✧
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2. Surving Six Hours on a
Surrealistic Tree...
Yes! After i washed your feet, we had our last supper of
Passover and you twelve apostles,
Asked me one by one -’I am not the one? Am I, Lord?’in the betrayal wind rustles,
I told you-’ this is my body, this is my blood ‘and like a hymn we went to Mount of Olives.
In the Garden of Gethsmene while I was
praying for you, you were asleep in your lives!
Hark! Who is coming there? O Judas, is it with a
kiss that you betray the son of Man?’They arrested me and you O Peter! You denied me
thrice and a cock crowed!’- and you ran!
The crowd threw a cloth on my face and beat me and
mocked-’ Who hit you? Guess!’And from the council to Pilate, Pilate to Herod,
Herod to Pilate the run proved useless!
Three times Pilate said to the crowd-’
I find no fault in him!- and washed his hands!
O You crowd in frenzy! You crowned me with thorns,
robed me in purple and moved in bands!
Me a carpenter’s son you made me carry
my own cross and scourged me with fervour!
And O Simon of Cyrene, you carried my cross for me,
thank you dear for your kind favour!
What more a king needs? Purple topaz robes,
emerald thorns, coral wounds and pearl tears,
-’O Women of Jerusalem! Don’t cry for me,
but for yourselves and your children’- have no fears!
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We reached Golgotha the skull or Calvary and the two
other condemned were nailed to cross,
Along with me and the crosses were lifted and
thrusted into the pits with a jolt of shock across!
Six hours on the cross, O Father-’ Forgive them,
they don’t know what they are doing’-’Aren’t you the Messiah? - Heckled my co convictbut, i promised the other good one
-’ Truly, I say to you, today you will be with me in Paradise! ‘My mother was weeping-’ Woman, this is your son,
o disciple, this is your mother!’Now the midday’s sun went behind the clouds,
the darkness loomed for everybody’s surprise,
The curtain hanging in the temple was torn in two,
there were thunders and storm brewing!
A tree became a scaffold to a carpenter’s son,
I know, but why this agony and suffering to me?
I cried-’ My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?’‘I thirst’- ‘it is finished ‘-,
-’ Father, into your hands i commend my spirit’-,
and a chapter is finished!
Or is it finished? No that was the begining of a new era,
an era of mercy, love and kindness!
The resurrection, the walk to Emmaus and the
Ascension completes my journey to divineness!
(GOOD FRIDAY,God Friday, Great Friday, Holy Friday,
Black Friday April 14, 2017)

✧✧✧✧✧
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3. O Krishna! O Christ!
When you were born, the shivering kings killed
children sleeping in their cradles,
Your fathers shifted you from your birthplaces to
distant lands in safety paddles!
You rebelled against traditions and preferred
the mountains and rivers as sacred,
One born in prison was shifted to cowherd,
the other one born in cowshed to rural bed!
The dark beautiful one O KRISHNA!
Birth to death nobody on this demon infested earth,
Suffered so many murder attempts as you and
you just brushed them away with mirth,
O eternal child, O man of infinite love,
O flute singer of Samaveda, O Universal teacher,
O politician far excellence! you brought down the
burden of the earth to micro stature!
O Lamb of the God! As a carpenter’s son you were
a rebel from the childhood,
You made fishermen into fisherers of men
and preached the sermons in fables good,
O eternal child! O man of infinite love!
O healer of the sick people! O Universal teacher!
O Word of excellence! You brought down the
Adam’s sin to wash it with your blood signature!
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Yesoda and Mother Mary, Radha and Mary Magdalene,
Kamsa and Harod,
Some masked truths, some fantastic fables,
Madhura or Bethlehem, Brindavan or Nazareth,
Dwaraka or Jerusalem, Bhalka forest or Golgotha hill,
a sharp arrow or a cross and nails,
May be similar or may not be, but a cowherd and
shepherd taught us how to live life’s travails!
One brought peace to this earth by shedding the
bad royal blood and preached love!
The other one brought peace to this earth by
shedding his own blood and preached love!
( April 14, 2017....Baisakhi day, Mesha Sankranti, Guru gobind
singh birth day, foundation of Khalsa, GOOD FRIDAY,)

✧✧✧✧✧
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4. As the Sand Dribbles through
My Fingers...
Flowers smile because they look different in a garden,
But i smile because you are the same with some burden,
Block by block, lock by lock you try to unravel the
thought cave recess,
Believe in me! I speak loudly to all that listen,
so where are my missing pieces?
I ran, ran, and ran away from school to find a
double decker bus with a curse,
They looked better than my teacher,
but on this road no one is a better nurse!
So i wandered in the park aimlessly counting the
ducks to infinite,
My mom found me atlast and was wet in her tears
like my cat in rainy night!
Yes, i wish to be alone, if somebody tries to
bring me back into classroom,
I kick him on the shin, bite his chin and
go giggling in that fun gloom!
I pace in the corridors to and fro like my grand father’s
big clock pendulum,
And ran, ran and ran away from any stranger till
I reach my mother’s arms sanctum sanctorum!
Mom says i didnot smile at six months,
nor looked into her eyes or ear!
Soundless even at nine months, no babbling,
no gestures by one year,
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No words at sixteen months and no two word
phrases at full two years , drugs no benefit!
No feelings, no communication skills,
but highly restricted interests, but occasional fit,
And she says that i repeat the echolalic
words again and again and yells,
Flapping, rocking or spinning and with
intense reaction to colours , smells,
Sounds, tastes, textures and lights, and
I always lived in my never land!
But mom! Your world overwhelms me and
creates anxiety in my mind pond!
Some blame it on my mom and dad,
some on my extra chromosome stocks,
Play, sunrise, teach or chelate me with drugs,
use magnets, electric shocks;
But more than that give me your attention more,
and love me with care,
My stem cells vibrate as the sand dribbles
through my fingers unaware........
(Autism Spectrum Disorder)

✧✧✧✧✧
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5. The ground you walked
Let me clean it with My Blood!
O my mouthful of rice! O my fragrance of humility light!
O our lamp of dark night!
You are the key to the door of equality,
you are the panacea for the diseases of humanity!
Here the stench is too much, the cold noses sneeze
chants of discrimination straight!
The roads are paved with the centuries of
sharp stone casts, and the thorns of divinity,
They walk on their high heads calling god in
thousand hymns and names,
And i never understood why God’s feet are
considered inferior in respect games,
And the same sycophants revere the feet and
touch their heads in solemn oath,
Come outside and ill treat the fellow human being
with lots of disgust and loath!
For our weak constitution you gave us Oxygen,
you are our philosophy Zen!
You taught us the middle path of nonviolence
and the Buddhist thought engine,
But we are still weary in this newfound lands of
oppression and daily insult magazine,
Still our thatched huts carry wastes filled streams
of the more privileged by design!
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The temples that trampled your light we abhor
and in our body and mind,
We have constructed a temple where there are
no shadows of untouchability,
We all the aparthied walk with heads high but
our feet firmly on the ground,
We clean clear those Untouchable roads with
our blood and win equality,
O our hope and the horizon of human quality!
O new messenger! Give us the vitality!
( APRIL 14, 2017...Ambedkar Birth Day)
(Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar (14 April 1891 – 6 December 1956),
popularly known as Baba Saheb, was an Indian jurist, economist,
politician and social reformer who inspired the Dalit Buddhist
Movement and campaigned against social discrimination against
Untouchables (Dalits), while also supporting the rights of women and
labour. He was Independent India’s first law minister and the principal
architect of the Constitution of India)

✧✧✧✧✧
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6. Bearing this untold story
inside me...
Enough is enough, the axe is on the grinder,
as sharp as the guillotine blade,
The rooms in which i have slept are forgotten
dreams that fly on wingless glade!
Once the fire cools down what choices you have
other than stepping down in tirade,
She smells then like a smoked out salmon
with lifeless wings begging for fees of night’s trade!
Man is a man is a man with his mane, nails,
claws, sharp teeth and all,
Some cigarette stubs burn inside out and the
ash pollutes the G-spot’s wall,
The acrid white rain bursts the balloon and
the acid burns the earth in fire squall!
Once the arrow falls back on its bow the
disgust becomes the face of the carnival!
Memories wex you up in solitude especially the
push and pull swings,
When flamingos walk on the ramp lips
fire ignites the nectar springs,
Some unknown tingling explodes the nerves
and breath looks for violent slings,
Moans and groans or pretentious tense ups go rock
and roll till the flood bell rings!
From here where will you go?
This is a garden of brambles with fossils of roses,
Both partners act till the contract is finished and
run into the night without losses!
Enough is enough, the pen is on the grinder,
as sharp as the guillotine blade in slow strides!
The rooms in which i have slept are forgotten valves
that open and close in money tides!

✧✧✧✧✧
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7. It is not the Serene Selene,
It is the Siren Sarin...
Man’s Odyssey reached Mars, now his death rays
can reach every nook and corner,
His monster eyes became bigger than the earth
with Cyclopean view disorder!
When Mother Nature spring surprises every day,
man becomes jealous and panicky,
Unable to tolerate harmony and peace his greed
perfects persecution of humanity in finicky!
Adolf Hitler gassed and killed six million jews
but he didnot use Sarin his home product,
It is a man -made toxin mixes easily with water and food,
most volatile in nature with rapid act!
The victim drowns in his running nose and
watering eyes, small pupils cry in pain,
Vision blurs, sweat floods, chest tightens,
cough thunders, all holes nine opens in rain!
These organophosphate pesticides block the
neuromuscular junctions with a scowl,
Muscle twitches, heart cries for air, head aches,
convulsions crawl, paralysis prowl,
Breath taking machines choke in strike and
life candle slowly glimmers to a final howl!
What remains is the Death’s rattle for a minute or so,
and the earth opens its grave bowl,
These are the harbingers of Death - Hydrogen Cyanide,
Phosgene, mustard and Chlorine,
But tell me, who packs them into Honest John missiles,
and Aum Shinrikyo’s liquid design?
All genocide obsessions and con apocalyptic visions
paralyse the humanity’s progression!
On the graves of slain, tears and flowers flow in revision,
soon forgetfulness sets in, life moves on!
(Sarine-GB....a lethal nerve gas)

✧✧✧✧✧
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8. The Howling Moon at the Drooling Man...
I lost countless nights simply looking at you
and in you my beloved dear!
What are you? Nothing more than a
pink mirror and not so transparent liar,
Every day you hide a part of you with that
I lose the countenance of my lover,
Who runs after your hare or rabbit
on your growing or consuming cover!
In January you are a wolf moon,
hungry packs of wolves howl at you during night,
A snow moon you are in February with heaps of
snow hitting my favourite peaks white,
A worm moon in March, you allow robins to
pull out earthworms in your early spring light,
O Pink moon of April! Moss pink flowers bloom
in my favourite pink with their smiles bright!
In May you are the Flower moon and all the
lovers of flowers kiss you for your favour!
O June moon! You are Strawberry moon and
the delicious fruits greets us in divine flavour!
In July you are Buck moon, blessing buck deers
with new antlers and dressed in velvety fur!
O Sturgeon moon! the sturgeon fish come easy to
our August nets in the moonlight you offer!
You are the Harvest moon in September,
the Hunter’s moon in October,
O Beaver moon in November, you are the
Cold moon in December O magic moon!
Whatever may be you are, to the gullible farmers
and lovesick heart warmers,
You are a smog soaked mirror, a mere future
airport for us modern goggled charmers!
(The Fables of Moon-1)

✧✧✧✧✧
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9. Bees and would- Bees...
There is a flowing flowerbed where bees and
flamingos play long legged parades,
On those pristine shores Daffodils and
daisies deliver lectures to stars and asters,
Fine Pine trees pine for their late coming winds
on the sails and wave roasters!
Clouds slowly becoming loud and the lightning
maids are playing dumb charades!
In the nearby villages and towns people grow nails
and fangs hidden in their livestock!
Nobody has time to smile because they run their
rat-races by the crow-cock or clock!
Children and adult ostriches bury their heads
in the sands of digital screens of hemlock!
On festival occasions they gundown their
best teachers or put them on a cross -wood block!
There are these beautiful maidens all over the air,
water, woods, and mountains,
Young men and women of innocence search
for mermaids and heroic captains!
With all the apps uploaded on their brain screens
they search for the blue lagoons!
Competition escalates among freebies and
would bees demanding fire from red moons!
There is a weeping rockbed where vultures pay
long distance visits on strange dictums,
On those eerie shores harpies and sirens play
death to the unfortunate victims!

✧✧✧✧✧
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10. Give me the thorn less roses,
not those sparkling diamonds...
Optimism is the fragrance of the flower like
the true lover longing for the beloved,
I close my camera when I walk by the flowers
in bloom and dance with the bees crowd,
I touch them like the morning dew drops in
trance and clip my finger scissors pride,
I wait with patience till the flower comes out of the
tightly shut castle bud like a new bride,
On the edge of the flower petal, love and hope
awaits in longing apprehension,
The bewitching hues, the beguiling colours,
the besieging perfumes,
Elevates the moods and communicate better
than my cell phone’s fumes,
Every leaf looks like a miracle with ancient
scriptures scribbled with great attention!
When l see a clipped flower it reminds me of
a phocomelic angel with no wings,
The flowers leaves branches and the whole tree
talks to me in their flowery tongues,
When the needle and its thread wife pierces
the necks of the flowers like spiked tongs,
I feel the pain and torture of those tearful fairies
in the selfish beauty conscious human wrongs!
Like the ancient hunter who killed the animal
asks for forgiveness for his act,
Whenever my hands hurts them I sincerely
apologize to them for my misconduct!

✧✧✧✧✧
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11. We see things not as they are,
But as we are...
Not to distort and to falsify things, persons
and oneself should be our objectivity,
As in Erich Fromm’s philosophy we have to gather
our forces for mutual connectivity,
Lo, what’s happening now! All the flowers we
forged them into swords to wound humanity,
We gropple in the darkness and grapple with
ourselves in the blood choked serendipity!
In the anthills of our minds utopias freeze
in a state of arrested development,
Bats, bombers and bridle horse riders gallop
from the chaotic caves of disillusionment!
Killer bees tend to swarm and sting with abandon,
the anaphylaxis is a caustic current!
Beetles proliferate in rose gardens making holes
in petals of beauty with carrion torrent!
Blowflies whine and buzz at the bullet holes,
while maggots spurt in spasms of stillness!
Butterflies marry hard working women to home
and fly to the gardens of Casanova dream!
When the poisonous wind simoun or sirocco
shrieks over Sahara, desert camels scream,
Raccoon like creatures eat their hearts out of
corpses and carcasses of rancid coldness!
This world is going round and round around
its own mourning death,
We take candle light processions in the rest
periods of flaming hearth!
(WE SEE THINGS NOT AS THEY ARE,
BUT AS WE ARE.........Talmud )

✧✧✧✧✧
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12. He fills my life with
good things...
I like to be a wild flower in a deep forest,
to live my own life and die,
My gardener is god and I need no flower
clipping guard to go by!
Nature is my mother and she won’t sell me
to anyone who wishes to buy,
Sun and moon shines on me, stars and breezes
calls upon me to say bye bye!
In the middle of nowhere of a chaotic sleep
I float like a dream!
Where hope is pulled out with roots and all
I again live by the stream!
I am a resplendent flower with my fragrance
I lull the troubled child’s scream!
In the concrete jungles and the wood waters and
in desert sands i bloom like a beam!
Every flower has a song of its own,
the rustling of leaves and the buzzing of bees,
The accompanists birds and beasts compose
melodies to please the ears and eyes,
Every brook and spring dance in the waterfalls,
the stage is well set for the spring trees!
Whole forest watches the show without blinking,
of the charms of wild flowers rise!
If creativity is intelligence having fun,
god created us as smiles of the mundane earth!
If only this reckless human understands the pun,
he shall keep his smiles as divine breath!

✧✧✧✧✧
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13. The return of Flower Language....
My countenance on fire and my heart burned to
charcoal, I present you this Tulip’
This red ruby liquid utterly failed to quench my thirst,
so let me touch your flaming lip,
Under the shrub of Furies, and the smoke of that
great Juniper’s green roots,
Near the hyacinth beds and ivy vines,
the lily of valley and myrtle let us enjoy our fruits,
Of fragrant flowers and passionate lovers.
Every month has its birth flower to be in jubilation,
In the month of January it is the flower of Spain the
symbol of love and fascination - Carnation,
For February it is violet or iris or primrose the
symbols of faithfulness virtue and hope,
March marches with rebirth and new beginning of
Wordsworth’s immortal Daffodils scope,
April regales with sweet peas and daisies of youth,
blissful happiness and innocence,
May makes the way for Lily of the valley or hawthorn
in humility and chastity of sweet sense,
June rejuvenates the love with Roses and expects
appreciation and no nonsense,
July swims around waterlilies and larkspur with
fickleness of levity, lightness and fragrance!
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August has the gusto of gladiolus or poppy shows
strength, moral integrity and infatuation,
September says Forget -me-not with Asters or
morning glories expressing mystic patience,
October shines with warm Marigolds or
Calendula winning grace and protection,
November nurtures Chrysanthemums or Peonies
with cheerfulness in abundance!
December delights with poinsettia or
narcissus designing cheer, success and vanity,
O Mary Wortley! You have become immortal
in giving this flower language to humanity!

✧✧✧✧✧
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14. How to quit Smoking
Like a King...
Have your ever smoked or snuffed, sniffed,
chewed, smacked or passed a pipe?
Not everyone is a cigar aficionado,
but didn’t you try a few stogies or minimum swipe?
Aha, it is not a big game at all, you just lit the
end that’s not in your mouth, and suck,
O sucker! And there are our people from
Vijayanagaram they do the reverse chuck!
This great invention of Death started under the
orchestra of cicada by the Mayans line,
They rolled sicar leaves you call them tobacco
and from Haiti, the crew men of Columbus,
Brought it to Spain along with Syphilis and the
future America’s problems in omnibus!
Spain to Portugal and by the name of
French ambassador Jean Nicot it became nicotine,
Sir Walter Raleigh made Britain a smoking pipe
and the kingdom where never Sun sets,
Became the smoking pot or chimney and the
whole world started growing wild plantations,
In smoking fields with seven million tons of leaves,
cured and rolled into cigarettes,
Beedi, stuff and snuffs, dip, gutka, hookah, kreteks,
rollies, pipes, and edible lamentations!
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Now pick your choice, let it roll firmly between
your fingers, clip the end and lit the cigar!
Like a fuming gentle volcano, you kiss the stogie
with your lips, cajole it and pamper!
Fill the mouth with smoke like French Kiss,
do not inhale, take a drag or two like a stealer,
Relax and enjoy the flavour of smoke,
close your eyes and recall your smoke hating lover!
Macanudo Hyde park, Romeo y Julieta, Gispert,
or Cao gold and Cigars of Havana, and
Marlboro, 520, 555., Bensen & Hedges,
Dunhill, LD, Fortuna, or camel what is in a name?
Imagine litting your own pyre at the foot end and
becoming oblivious of the head end,
A volcano smoulders into anthill in mouth or in
lungs and the downhill offers no winning game!
Your snuff and sneeze irritates others,
your spitting caused the walls look dirty,
Your smoking injures your spouse and children
and your happiness is a short time ditty!
You are a king when you are smoking and in this
little enjoyment you don’t hear any good news!
The henchmen of death silently invade your forts
and Death himself garlands you with his dark noose!

✧✧✧✧✧
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15. The secret language of
Flowers and Lovers...
I stand beneath the mistletoe and pray the
overlords to save my essence,
And honor the jasmines of love, the lilies of purity,
chastity and innocence,
The Green willows laughed with false love
and the graceful bamboo sages
Booed at them with valor, strength hidden
in them with the longevity of ages!
You descended on to my body, O Love!
mind and soul, like an angel light!
Kindly accept this thorn less Lavender Rose,
oh, my love at first sight!
O cloven-lip toadflax! Please tell her to notice
my pristine love ever bright!
O Jasmines, Amaranths, Anemones!
Explain to her my undying love, right!
O Acacia! Touch her cheeks with my secret love,
O Daisy! I am her loyal slave!
O Purple lilac! My first emotion of love,
O Clove! Let her see in you my love!
O Arbutus! Say to her that she is the only one I love,
O Crocus! To her I bow!
O Aster, the talisman of love! O Balsam,
O Bell flower! Bring her to my enclave!
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O secret filled Gardenia, O Gorses of all seasons,
O Magnolia of Mother Nature!
O Honeysuckles, Canterbury bells,
Chrysanthemum reds! You are love’s nurture!
O Carnations! The woman’s or mother’s love,
O Primrose the eternal love train!
O Mallow! I am consumed by love,
O Morning glory my brief grief of love in vain!
These white tulips say about one sided love,
the red tulips cry my undying love!
The purple tulips explains my love forever,
those yellow tulips see hopeless dove!
O Rain flowers! Her silence baffles me cold;
let her say with you ‘I love you back’!
O Treasures of Nature! Your flowery language
is a divine boon to the lovers stock!

✧✧✧✧✧
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16. Beware O Syrian of the G Nerve
Agent Sarin!
When we looked for new pesticides we prepared
and found a lethal weapon,
Schrader, Ambros, Rudriger, van der Linde,
Don’t say what is in a name or a person,
In our names you can find SARIN, the colorless,
odourless liquid suitable for mass destruction!
With impurities it smells like the mustard or
burned rubber, causes muscles out of action!
Aha! I am the agent Sarin! I am highly volatile
and amphibian, as a gas i have a fast run!
Twenty five times deadlier than Cyanide my cousin,
I can kill anyone within minutes ten!
My antagonists are Pralidoxime and Atropine
but can they reach in time to encounter me?
Now many countries treasure me with care and
I am the darling of the humanity enemy!
Kurds tasted my bitterness, Japanese did
smell me in the Tokyo subway,
In Ghouta i roamed in both Eastern and
Western fronts without care or scare in any way,
In the Syrian stockpile i weigh a thousand tons
and can asphyxiate hundred thousand tones!
On both sides i walk, i don’t care whether it is
Assad or any squad i make lives into stones!
So, you crossed the RED LINE! We warned you not to!
So taste this Tomahawk burn!
Under your throne we now keep missile thorns!
Run, run, run for cover O Big Syrian!
Big Brothers are watching you! Bald eagle and
Red brown bear are near the horizon!
But, tell me, who is bothered about the children of
Adam reeling under the death gas origin?

✧✧✧✧✧
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17. In the land of the
Great Bharata...
Ajanabha varsha was this country before the
great Bharata ruled this land,
The geneology goes like this, from the
self born Svayambhuva, to Priyavrata,
Agnidhra, Nabhi, Rishabhadeva in this order;
the throne came to the eldest son Bharata,
Who ruled this land like a king and father
and at his late age he cut off his bond,
With everyone and went to Pulaha hermitage
and started penance of the highest order.
But fate decides to give an attachment to a sage
who wishes to see God’s visage,
On one early morning dawn he heard a
terrible roar of a lion and a panicky pregnant deer,
Who jumped the stream in fear and delivered
a cub and died then and there under his gaze!
The cub’s mother died so the ascetic became
its mother and the attachment grew stronger!
Even on his death bed the young doe filled his eyes
and thoughts longer and longer;
So King Bharata was born as a deer in his
next birth but with the knowledge wide,
Of his previous births intact, and he as a deer
also lived his life in celibacy and died;
In his third birth he was the youngest son of a
learned man but behaved like an idiot,
Neglecting the rituals and spending his time
in the thoughts of the divine Spirit,
When his father died his stepbrothers thrown him
out of their house to be a field servant!
As the watchman of the fields he was happy to be
in the nature and never yielded to any want!
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Some Kali worshippers found him suitable
replacement in a ritual of human sacrifice,
But the goddess herself appeared on the altar,
killed those wicked men and blessed him nice!
Later he was forced to become the palanquin
bearer of a king who was in search of wisdom,
But when the new bearer fumbled the king angrily
said-’You need a sound beating!,For the first time after so many years he spoke-’
O king Rahuguna of Sauvira race!
Whom you wish to punish? Me or my stoutness
that failed to carry your load properly?
For I am detached from the body, and your
chastisement didn’t reach me surely!
Tomorrow I leave this body and go, like you
leave the palanquin and enter your palace!
We are all but dust and in dust we end in our
final run and we run, run and run!
This Universe itself has no ultimate existence and
all the micro and macrocosm go burn!
Nonduality is the ultimate truth and the detachment
is the sword to realise Brahma,’Said the great Bharata to the king Rahuguna and
that’s why we Indians may look like idiots,
But we have the wisdom and humility acquired
from the sages of ages of this land of Bharata!
( THE STORIES FROM OUR ANCIENT STORES-1)

✧✧✧✧✧
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18. Umbrellas won't open in a
Word Storm...
It is raining lutes and drums of stanzas
and reverses here,
The streets are flooded with yesterday’s words
and blood of fear,
Manholes are sprouting surprises sucking
scars and non-stop tear,
Here and there maiden pages lowered
their broken syllables clear!
Columns are like wounded roads stretched
from throat to navel,
Corners are cut with edges of meters
and cadences of gravel,
Do not bring your umbrellas and pretty coats;
no use for travel,
Here and there half-cut lemons cover their
chest with black reed novel!
Your cover pages are wet and sodden
with thought lips melt,
Hail storms and hailstones hit and
embrace you below the idea belt,
In parentheses you can hide your romances of
metaphor and lust felt,
Here and there sand dunes cleave to let your
anxiety of white froth guilt;
Hope is running out like floodwater screaming
into the nightmare rashes,
Your pens and swords brush past the
present creek to invite future crashes,
All the critical sneezes bury your brook book
in the bramble sands of time lashes,
Here and there you burn your own nest to
rise like a Phoenix from the ashes!

✧✧✧✧✧
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19. I see the Message!
I see the sea
I see the seagull
I see the shore
I see the smile
I see the ship
I see the wave
I see the eyes
I see the fear
I see the asylum
I see the refugee
I see the mirror
I see the burden
I see the missile
I see the terror
I see the eyes
I see the hope
I see the tears
I see the mercy
I see the blood
I see the cross
I see the sea
I see the sky
I see the GOD

✧✧✧✧✧
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20. Entree, Plat et Dessert...
This is starter only, since the ancient Syria is in soup,
we serve it timbales and souffles
Quiches, tarts and gratins, gnocchi, quenelles,
crepes and a few tomahawk missiles,
A hors d’ oeuvre cold or hot they will eat from
our hands both ba’ath and non ba’aths!
The deadliest conflict of the twenty first century,
drowned to death of a half million in life’s baths!
When the eternal sleeping Syrian child
Aylan Kurdi became a floatsam,
The meditating Mediterranean shores wokeup
in a convulsive spasm,
When the Arab Spring revolts reverberated
in the Syrian lands, children became victims,
The severe drought of three years escalated the
unrest and the factions imposed dictums!
All neighbours got divided and poured oil
in the fire and the Big Brothers supplied,
The ingredients for the main course and
so their supply ships floated and replied,
With meaty guns, fishy plans in service a la russe,
with weapons on platter,
They served blood and flesh, wounds and
fractures to go with liquer
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O Damascus! One of the oldest cities in the world!
I weep for you and your children!
Arabs, Assyrians, Armenians, Sunnis, Sufis,
Shias, Alawites, Christians, and Turkmen
Kurds, Greeks whoever they may be but all are
first humans but in the airs of war frenzy
Of heat and hate they are eating the main course
on the scarlet waters looking grungy!
Warfare is set in silverware of grief, and aperitif of
sherry raise Sarine gasses on masses,
Palate cleansers serve desert desserts and the
champions splash champagne glasses!
(And now they have begun with a few starters....)

✧✧✧✧✧
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21. Where it worked
And Where it didn't...
O Sherry! You walk in seven different styles
like that Saki who mesmerised Khayyam!
Like those earthy tangy ducks you move like the
manzanillas and finos in a dream!
When you rise your spirits like the peacocks of
amantillados, olorosos, cortados of lusty stream,
You scintillate in your fine lush toffee flavours like the
royal swans treading in a cream of jam!
In the sherry triangle of Spain, -Palomino,
Pedro ximenez and Moscatel - grapes grow,
Manzanilla -little apple bring alegria- happiness,
olorosos exudes sweet and pungent glow!
Sura, xeres, jerez, sherry was favoured by
Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans and Moors,
O Falstaff of Shakespeare! You immortalized
sherry sack indoors and outdoors!
Port is from Portugal and Sherry is from Spain,
Bordeaux is from French, of wines divine,
O Bacchus! God of wines! From Caucasus to
modern casks your presence is pristine!
Chardonnay, Sauvignon and Riesling, Tokay,
sherry and Sauternes of white wine,
Champagne from pinot noir, red wines,
rose wines, fruit wines, mead -honeywine,
When sherry casks were used to store whisky,
with the improved flavour born was scotch!
When sherry walks like duck or peacock or swan
on your lips it is a dream none can match!
In a traditional sherry glass, as an aperitif or
as an after dinner dessert wine, with gentle touch,
Each glug of its magic potion stimulate your taste buds
and serve to cleanse your palate itchin rich!

✧✧✧✧✧
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22. Cocktails and Bulltales!
Oh Bloody Mary! Save me from drought!
I am weary of water, water and water!
Let me have a flaming drink! A highball or a
duo or a trio, nothing does matter!
Pour my anxiety in tequila, rum, brandy, gin,
vodka, bourbon, whiskey, wine or beer!
But mix it well with soda, fruit juice, milk,
honey, cream, or some herbs and sugar!
It renders the heart stout and bold,
but it fuddles the head in funny motion!
Once you swallow a glass of it, you are ready to
swallow anything else in no limitation!
May be it shows you as a vulgar or ill-bred person
raised above your position or station!
It may make the horse to cock its tail up and
be frisky is another bull story in notion!
A bittered sling, looked upon as the horses with
docked tails, a cocktail is a shot campaign!
May be it is the ‘Death in the Afternoon’ - the famous
Ernest Hemingway’s Champagne,
Or Hangman’s blood, or Irish car bomb,
or incredible hulk or Savoy corpse reviver or Manhattan!
Or caipirinha or orgasm, or the pink lady or grey hound,
gunfire or between the sheets, or hurricane!
Pina colada, Bananarita, Tequila sour, Bloody Mary,
Caipiroska, three wisemen or seven and seven,
Ouzo, Black velvet, Blow job, butter nipple, Grasshopper,
stinger, Apple –kneel, French connection,
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Bellini, Rossini, Americano, Pisco sour, Fuzzy navel,
Aqua loca, tamango, Bishop, Cobbler, ever ready
Crusta, daisy, fix, fizz, flip, julep, negus, punch,
rickey, sangria, shrub, sling, smash, sour, or toddy!
O flaming Pluto! One wine glass of Scotch whisky and
another glass of boiling water,
Then pour four or five times the ignited liquid
fire stream one into another,
Sweeten with one teaspoonful of pulverized
crystal clear white sugar,
Oh, serve the ‘blue blazer’ with a piece of lemon peel,
in a small tumbler!
In the Backdraft of Absinthe, or B-52 or Dr. pepper
or volcano or Zombie, Blazer!
Bring Sambucca or vodka or scotch or Amaretto,
rum, or gin or cognac or everclear,
Beware of the scalds and scaffolds they ignite
when nobody is noticing very near!
In Flair Bartending, bars and nightclubs mesmerizes
the patrons to become dearer!
Cocktails and bull tales now premiered
in war clubs and hell stages,
They mix now blood with saltpeter and put it
into death missile blazes!
Oh Mother Mary! Save me from this onslaught!
I am weary of war, war and war!
Let me have a soothing drink of mercy! Let the
Trinity grant us wisdom and Love, near and far!

✧✧✧✧✧
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23. Remember My Affliction and
My Bitterness...
The wormwood and the gall, my pride and
my beguiled soul ridges,
How many truckloads of hate one has uploaded
in London bridges,
And Stockholm streets and the parlours of
peace loving sedges?
How many days these disgruntled elements
walk on the razor’s edges?
Our lamentations do they have any effect
on the modern guards or warlords?
With an invincible weapon in their hands
they behave like immortal gods!
When they lose it the Asmodeus ring they do
wander like madmen in wilderness!
And cry like Solomon -’ Gone is my glory,
my expectation from the Lord’- in sadness!
Panic has come upon us, my eyes flow with
tears unceasing, no release,
I have been hunted like a bird by those
who were my enemies without cause,
What fire that was kindled in zion consuming
the foundations of society?
Women are ravished, the young men quit their
music, our dancing now is a mourning moiety!
Here and there the hate trucks started mowing the
gardens of olive and peaceful pigeons?
In the cauldrons of war, the witches brew new
concoctions to raise brutal war legions!
(Lamentations )

✧✧✧✧✧
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24. Money is the Deadliest
Weapon of All....
With the sticky manure of greed, jealousy and
hunger the droseras and nepenthes in charms,
Open their jaws and lids wide open with
attractive colours and stretched arms!
When basic instincts can be purchased with
coins and notes love becomes prostitution,
Money the suicide of man wears crown and sits
on the sand throne with its own constitution!
The larder of Humanity is filled with the
bars of gold and discrimination,
Leeches and vampire bats become blood sucker
Draculas in animation!
Schools and colleges are open to teach the
tricks and the world moves in commotion,
To enter the world of zombies and mutual biting
and suction goes in full throat motion!
Oh moneres! From a temple of Juno,
on Capitoline, one of Rome’s seven hills,
You got your name and fame and you started
as a servant , like a camel now you occupied
The entire human tent, and you are suffocating
your own inventor and driving him into dried
Shekels, grains, shells, coins and notes and
you wish to be a master to all the skills and ills!
In the perennial season of human migration,
green money advertises vistas,
Modern slaves migrate in gallies and become
rootless children and cry in siestas!
(From the fables of migration -3)

✧✧✧✧✧
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25. Tomorrow's Tillers' Pain is the
Today's Killer Rain...
Row, row, row your old boat, O Moses or Jesus or
a man of roses or loses,
The clouds are gathering water, thunder and
sparks in volumes and vases,
When the target lands gets suffocated in
sultry houses along with masses,
They threw hailstones and twisters to break the
resistance of glasses and classes!
Farmers with their ploughs make furrows
in the parched land and look in despair,
The thin oxen and the thinner plough men pray
to the thinnest streaks of water in the air,
Trees can’t move their leaveless arms and birds
and beasts run helter skelter,
Dragonflies and swallows carry the news of
coming rainbows on to the earth shelter!
Row, row, row your old canoe! O gondolier or
fishermen in wave crowds!
The deep sea has kissed the sky with its
burning lips of dark clouds,
The shore and the land is still far away but ahoy!
the lighthouse is in sight!
The children and the wives of the sailors
and the Plough men wait in anxious light!
The dove has returned to the boat and it is the
time for dropping the anchor of the future!
Once the rainbow appears after the storm and deluge,
we sign a new covenant with the Nature!
(The fables of migration-4)

✧✧✧✧✧
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26. Migration is a way of life...
What strings pull people from rural to urban,
low land to High land, war fields to peace quarters?
Wages of labor, blazes of war, deprivation in mother
lands, natural instincts aren’t the pull factors?
Did Ravenstein and Lee foresee the shackles and
chains that accompany the laws of migration?
If Turkey pulls and Netherlands pushes does the same
phenomenon cause butterfly effect in every nation?
Did climate cycles, migratory domino effects,
the friction of distances oversees the labour markets?
Does obligatory and facultative factors push one to the
edge of vertical or horizontal line of movements?
Arctic tern, barnacle geese, storks, turtle doves, swallows
and flamingos don’t they fly their way crossing the currents?
Salmon, herring, Capelin and sardin run in the
waters along the sea coasts and rivers to have
honeymoon in water thickets?
Dragonflies, monarch butterflies,
painted lady in swarms and the great migration of
wild beasts in search of food and water,
gazelle, zebra, cetaceans, whales, dolphins,
porpoises, reptiles, bees and crabs they leave
their mother lands as a matter
Of fact and tact in search of oases in the mirage
haunted wilderness, succumbed by the charm of
greenfires on platter,
Navigated by the natural instincts and cues of
magnetic fields, olfaction , echo location,
and in the lamps of sky light scatter!
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Without compass, sextant, chronometer or chart,
from a well to slave market and latter to become
the vizier of Egypt in screams!
What H-1B visas and work permits he had
except his beauty and skill in interpretation of dreams?
What honours his father Jacob ( Israel ) and his jealous
brothers got in return and when Israel died why
all Egyptians mourned for seventy days?
By the time of Moses, tell me my friends,
why Moses who was reared by Egyptian royalty
had to bring about Exodus of a great race?
If it is the roots factor that pull you back to your
own country why don’t you understand the
root cause of migration ?
If all developed verdant countries help the
children of wilderness, don’t the migrations stop
and pause in their own nation?

✧✧✧✧✧
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27. Problem is not a problem at all
But the problem is with the solutions...
Look at the hunger or anger of the world a
simple but perennial problem,
But all solutions are volatile gasses, like the fumes
of a hissing volcano in a dream,
If anybody care to collect the leftovers and the
wasted food from the tables of rich,
The hunger of the all African and Asian children
will vanish like a shower in the desert ditch!
Look at the wars and scars of the worlds
on cyclic perpetual motion,
What weapons and warcraft and what not
they have devised in emotion,
Every invention they used to murder the life
instead of watering the scorched mouth,
The hunger of the all warlords and dictators has
almost decimated the life on the earth!
Look at the conquests and the scientific quests to
find the life in other planets,
What birds, fish, animals and plants of earth
we resisted not to devour in the extinction nets,
Every religion we inherited taught us common good
and God but we sing virile sonnets
Of war and dream about peace in glory,
with blood running on our crimson bonnets!
We create ourselves problems when they do not
exist here and there or anywhere,
A simple solution solves the problem but we like
grand solutions of aware and unaware!

✧✧✧✧✧
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28. Wonderstanding about a Bout of
H-1B Visa and all that Jazz...
As usual i slept in the developing corner of my
under developed country,
Dreaming about the elusive El Dorado in the
green card train pantry!
And the stars and stripes gave me a shock
flashing a set rules to try,
And what can i do better than going to a bar of
wilderness and silently cry?
I am a skilled worker who wish to kill the ills
and perils of the offered job ,
For that i need to demonstrate an employee
-employer relationship of sob!
So that he can hire, supervise, pay or fire me
in the course of time if i am drab!
What degrees i have? Am i a bachelor or a master?
Do I fit into their perfect garb?
Can that statue of Liberty and the great Eagle
survive without my technical expertise?
Does my degree and pedigree demonstrate any
dubious deviation from the advertise?
Am i paid peanuts or gold nuggets by my kind
employer to support myself in that enterprise?
Does my wages of flesh and mind give me the
rights of passage or a big surprise?
In front of the Consulate i found biggers and
beggars lying in wait from the early hours!
Now i have to insulate myself against the
future shocks and so filled the required form of ours!
(I AM COMING.........GOD BLESS AMERICA)

✧✧✧✧✧
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29. A Dog, A Cat, A Mouse and Me...
I told them the story of a room with
thousand mirrors and mysteries in a museum,
So they went there first the rat, next the cat and after that
the dog as in a dream,
There on that day the camel, the owl and the
centaur were conducting a symposium!
The donkey, the monkey and the crane were asking
questions about vanishing cream!
Every year the big rich company bitches
conduct beauty contests in targeted lands,
There the face conscious birds and beasts trim
their hair and nails and line on the ramps,
New slave market savvy saviours sing the
song of one world on polyphonic tune cramps,
People glue their eyes to the exhibiting curves of
the contestants expose their in and outlands!
So the rat, the cat and the dog doggedly dragged
their feet in to the dressing rooms,
Where the parrots, the nightingales and the
peacocks were practicing their heirlooms,
The ghosts of Dodos, the passenger pigeons
and the mammoths were hissing in angry face,
The multitude of extinct birds, trees and beasts were
proclaiming war on their one and only enemy race!
Then they visited the mysterious room with
thousand mirrors that tells the future,
Horrified, they called me immediately to tell the
truth but you intercepted it premature!
(Please, please tell me what's that they have revealed...)

✧✧✧✧✧
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30. Pinned Butterfly Pining for
Freedom...
I often saw the unruly children catching the
butterflies and dragonflies,
And pinning them to the crosses and crying in
jubilation in the old Pharisee styles,
I often observed the truly scientists catching the
rare butterflies and dragonflies,
And pinning them in their un- printed notes and
preserving them for the posterity files!
Many times I experienced the butterflies flying
in my stomach during long journeys,
Five loaves of bread and two fish satisfied the
hunger of thousands and in ceremonies;
Many times we experience the butterfly effect
snowballing into catastrophes,
Selfish and greedy Shylocks drawing blood from the
innocents in strophe and antistrophes;
In the gardens of Eden and in the high blue halls
evolve butterflies and dragonflies,
From a tiny egg to a voracious larva to a sleeping
cocoon and they come out and flies!
In the concrete jungles and cacophonic streets
we are evolving into zombies and marauders,
From a tiny titch to a horacious snitch to a buffoon to
come out as false crusaders!
When pinned and crushed under the boots of
demons and dictators, did we not cry?
We refuse to learn lessons from the past and
still pin and crush the hopes of others, why?

✧✧✧✧✧
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31. Gathering Rosebuds at the edge of
the Green Sedge...
A Flaming sword at the gate of the Garden of Eden
A key in the hands of the Saint Peter at the door of Heaven,
A glittering obolus in the mouth of a passenger in Charon’s train,
And a pass and password to pass through the straits of modern,
Oh firewalls and water works! What fountains
you spurt in the deserts dry?
In the desolated islands souls cry for water
and you give them thirst, why?
The birds can’t fly and the beasts don’t try
and the trees wither to cry!
When you send a shepherd or gardener
why these poor souls go blind and wry?
On the chess board of earth, Time plays
both black and white pieces of life chants ,
Shepherds and gardeners carry their staff and
sickle to protect the lambs and plants,
In the replicated Edens of earth, carnations
and roses carry the devotion to High lands,
The great Orchid blesses them with brilliance
and illumination of Its unique love garlands!
When love and happiness permeates the verdant
meadows of humanity,
God or Nature plants roses amidst of vivid flowers
and grants us the mercy of infinity !

✧✧✧✧✧
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32. How to believe a Man to be a
Man of Manworthiness?
(A popular myth retold)
I wear today’s Ray ban goggles and saw a bowman
in the black and white spectacles!
Is he worthy to be a god or at least a human being
to be mentioned in chronicles?
Born to a good old father after an age old ritual
along with three more younger brothers,
Under the tutelage of a teacher, he killed a big woman
bigger than his three beloved mothers!
In the next city he found a big old bow and
when he lifted, it broke in the middle,
Thus he won the hand of the most virtuous girl
and a great beauty, a mysterious riddle!
His favourite mother tutored by her own adviser
put the king in the pressure cooker drill,
Then he was given a big pass to cross the rivers
and forests, with a licence to kill!
With his wife and the faithful brother
accompanying him he visited hermitages,
Now and then clearing the bushes along with the
bushmen to protect the bearded sages,
When a bush women tried to ambush the
big brother and his beautiful wife with a bad eye,
The rearguard brother chopped the nose and ears
of that unfair lady and said good bye!
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Then a big clash and a decimation of a
forest dwellers army and the news,
Reached the very big brother with ten throats
and a secret heart views,
He sent a gold deer first and later abducted
the lone lady in his airship as revenge;
Brothers found the empty house and a big bird
with wings severed, in a dying range!
To retrieve his wife and prestige he made a
solid friendship with monkeys of the hill,
And killed an elder monkey from behind the tree
and gave the younger one the bill,
He sent his trusted monkey to find out his wife
and that monkey saw her in a garden,
Burnt the island almost, and brought the news back
to his master about the enemy den!
So he built a big bridge and gave asylum to his
enemy’s brother and attacked the fort,
Very big brother thought very less about the
monkeys and more about the cronies of his court,
In the final battle the very big brother lost his army,
sons, brothers and his heart’s secret,
As his own brother switched sides and the
enemy regained his wife and peace of mind, yet......
A lingering doubt made him test his trusted wife
in a big fire and she passed it with cool!
After fourteen years he returned home and
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claimed his throne and established his rule!
Enforced the law in the boundaries of a progenitor
and punished transgressors,
Baffled by a barbarian’s babble he banished his
pregnant wife to a forest of aggressors!
After a long time he met his twin sons and
invited them to his home and to warm,
But said nothing to enliven his anxious wife so
she jumped back into her mother’s arm!
So, he looks to me like a typical man with all his
principles and prejudices of preference!
Even 'I' were to be in his position i wouldn’t have done
better, so where is the difference?
Innumerable times and infinitesimal ways his
story has been told and retold,
Every time it gives a different perspective,
may be because of the goggles i wear and hold!

✧✧✧✧✧
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33. Liquid Sky Hurls Solid
Stones of Ice...
Hail victor! Whatever you had scribbled or
pronounced is the history we know!
Beyond that, the gigantic mounds with coffins
and boggy men under deep snow,
Some crunched bones and mummified skeletons
and provisions petrified,
In the dust blown from the bygone ages packed
in layers we dig and get stupefiedWe gather the remnants of the past in the
rock caves and bone holes,
Count the teeth and study the fossils with
geiger counters in scrolls,
Try to correlate myths with traditional
smiths and prepare roles and rolls,
And study the glyphs and wedges,
images and ledges buried in past coals!
But O tyrannical victor! Who tell us the
truth about your exploitations and raped nations?
Slave markets and harems why they are silent?
The sacrificial stones, the guillotine blades,
The arms and armour, clubs, swords, arrows,
guns, slings, bows, bombs and grenades,
And umpteen machines and modus operandi of
destruction what they tell in excavations?
The mystery of history is often heard in
seashores where seashells and waves roar!
The ancient trees and mountains, lamps of the
sky whisper those pristine secrets if you care!
(Liquid sky hurls solid stones of ice in the ecstacy of Nature
When past goes up to come down as rain to give produce of future)

✧✧✧✧✧
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34. Vibrant like a Song that has
found its Dream!
The nimbus clouds were snoring thunders deep,
With trickles of water seeping under their sleep,
The lightning has left its station, To wander in the
infinitesimal blue meadow,
The night is heavy with its gluttony of darkness shadow!
Beneath the cold windy tornado blanket, Uprooted trees
lost their abundance,
Whatever crossed its path was sucked into the Death’s
deep cavernous mouth in dance.
Flocks of birds and beasts buried themselves in bands,
The Clock Tower struck itself hard with its both hands.
Somebody is playing dice with human pawns,
The opponent has unholy holes in his mask lawns.
What and how much is the bet will be revealed soon,
Today’s news no body reads at tomorrow noon!
Whether to be a song of silence that has found
its sleep and oblivious,
Or to be a vibrant life stream that has found
its dream and rendezvous!
(Choice is yours)

✧✧✧✧✧
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35. I walk on the edge of a sharp razor….
If you cut a memory what color it bleeds?
If you split a shadow in what direction it leads?
If you assassinate a character what crime you suffer?
If you mud-sling an innocent what courts he prefer?
What weapons you use in dissecting happiness?
What implements you fuse to excavate truth?
What roads you forage to catch the peace?
What bridges you rage to latch the love?
Where do you find your greedy soul?
Where do you grind your gluttonous teeth?
Where do you hide your flirting lust?
Where do you skirt your scorching sloth?
How do you strangulate charity to a noose?
How do you bind your temperance to fuse?
How do you chase your chastity to lose?
How do you labor you diligence to close?
When do you switch on your vent of wrath?
When do you stitch your vest on envy cloth?
When do you snitch your pride on prickly path?
When do you gather your seven sins of skin bath?
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Whom do you ask for forgiveness on your last day?
Whom do you pray for kindness on your fading ray?
Whom do you seek for humility light on your dark clay?
Whom do you consult to collect your seven virtues of soul inlay?
Who is he that renunciated everything to become a monk?
Who is he that shed his blood on a cross to correct his flock?
Who is he that became a fire and crescent to protect his tribes?
Who is He that sends all the prophets and teachers here as scribes?
While we walk on the edge of a sharp razor,
While our body gets shredded slice by slice,
While we ooze physical blood drop by drop,
While wailing we remember God and His LOVE!

✧✧✧✧✧
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36. Drenched in Moonlight dreaming
about Moonlight
Is there any Absolute love that absorbs
everything and shines day and night?
Why sunshine and moonlight are unequally
distributed by the Supreme Might?
Is there any where absolute peacefulness rules
the roost and emanates serene light?
Why seas storm and volcanoes fume on
verdant lands that imbue colours bright?
Is somebody feels jealousy if everything on
earth is living happy and gay?
Is it a single entity or a group of perpetrators plot
against the beings of clay?
In what mirrors they see this world and ignite
the wires of fires underneath the sea?
In what terrors they put this world and push the
plates of earth to shake it in glee?
When there was this gentle flowery language of
divine innocence..
Birds, beasts, trees and children spoke the
same language with sense,
From the rubble of Babel the men and
beasts and all, learnt variance,
Sounds evolved into cacophony and
lethal suspicion grew in abundance!
May be nobody likes it, if anyone is drenched
in moonlight, dreams about moonlight!
May be the jealous men or gods go unhappy if living
beings look, live, gay, happy and bright!

✧✧✧✧✧
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37. The Cosmic Bug
Now this human bug thinks that he is very big,
Bigger than the Cosmic egg and divine gig.
A diabolic drug he is now, rigs up and down,
Presuming this whole Universe as his own!
Milking the earth resources he built pressure rafts,
Missiles, warheads, satellite ships and state-crafts
With prosperity and peace, hunger and war,
he is a twisted twine,
This mutant human has transformed earth
into deep landmine.
One foot on the moon, another in his mouth,
Exploring the firmament to find any new birth,
Oblivious of grave problems on his native earth
Man trumpets the distant drums of dreaded death.
The great divide between haves and
have-nots deepening into chasm,
Hate and discontent breeding wars
funneling chaotic storm,
Fear is the scepter held firm by the rulers,
to be unleashed as war on the helpless poor!
Peace and love are the victims crumpled
under the iron boots of the aggressor!
O greedy Man! Realize! Don’t be a cosmic bug!
Offer your fellow beings a happiness love hug!

✧✧✧✧✧
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38. How to write and file a
Sincome Tax Return Poem...
I am an ass assessee assessing my ass income of
last year’s donkey work,
I lost my credit long time ago, when my ego
balloon was punctured by a small clerk!
My credit card always shows debit and my
debit card has no credit whatsoever!
Whenever i look at my income tax file,
I look like a constipated ass with piles or whatever!
Let me start with my digital signature that mirrors
like an old time doctor’s prescription,
Now i download this uploaded electronic form
on my trembling laptop of non description,
How much salt i got and how much pepper,
and how much from my non nefarious activities,
How much white and how much black, like my hair
on the top block and all those civilities!
My employer is inaccessible like the Lord in the
Heavens and his clerk is more than Him,
He has some holy air surrounding him and behaves like
Saint Peter at the gate, looking grim,
I know i am defeated even before starting the war, so
wearily i go to my tax consultant bar!
There i scratch my head and credit card as per my
Chartered accountant’s charter and look far!
In the faraway horizon i see my bank balance
scream in convulsive attitude,
The prices and family pressures put me off- balance
and I sulk in deep solitude!

✧✧✧✧✧
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39. Hot smell of Tar on Wet Salt Air...
Iguana imps of darkness bask in the sunlight at the
rim of the smouldering volcanoes,
To look at them and the red hot lava we sailed
on the blue green clouds in ancient canoes!
Where the caves of ignorance reverberate
with the hammer sounds of Cyclops,
There the World Smith Hephaestus’ s forge hones
wrought metal into Shields of hopes!
Where do you find this clueless Atlantis sung
by the Plato mantis?
The lost ideal state thought- existed,
beyond the pillars of Hercules, where it is?
O Poseidon! You loved Clieto and begot five pairs
of twins, the eldest one was Atlas!
His namesake island later sank into the ocean
depths by the volcanic explosive cutlass!
O Sir Thomas More! From the depths of no place
you coined the great 'Utopia',
Was it illusion-maya or of the Mayans of Toltecs,
or the Antediluvian world’s cornucopia?
Did Donnelly, Blavatsky, Bailly, Evola, Rosenberg,
and Edgar Cayce walk in the Hall of Records?
What super race abandoned the sinking island to
scatter all over the world as broken cords?
Head held high above the black and white
clouds I bask in the light of past glory flair,
My feet walk in the mud of the Utopian Atlantis to
perceive the hot smell of tar on wet salt air!

✧✧✧✧✧
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40. Because you insisted Me to write
a Love Letter...
I woke up the Cockerell perching on the treetop
and collected the gossamer thread,
From the pearl trap cobwebs and stole the
anxiousness from the sunflower bed,
Asked the dawn to kiss the rose petals with its
pink lips and the Arabian winds to read,
The fragrance of moonlight still reflected on the
sombre waves of the sea where ships tread,
What frankincense and myrrh, pearls and jewellery,
gold and garments they bring?
What chimes and rhymes, lights and delights,
kisses and caresses carry this Spring?
What waves and shells, dunes and runes,
hulls and seagulls contain my deep feeling?
What flowers and lovers, birds and bards,
ants and elephants go on procession with my ring?
I have filled not my blood or sweat, power or
valour in my pen and brush!
I have scribbled not letters or words,
lines or figures on the paper of blush,
I have painted not landscapes or portraits or
tunes or cartoons in any rush,
I have worshipped not idols or abstracts,
or elements or filaments of nature’s lush!
Whatever and whenever i wish to write you
a love letter, i can’t remember anything,
I only see, hear, smell, touch, taste and
think about you and forget everything !

✧✧✧✧✧
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41. Crimson Lava Spurts through
Bullet Streets...
We have learnt many lessons from green trees,
blue seas, dark airs and red fires!
But I have yet to see tolerance, mercy,
peace and love, flowering on violence wires!
People and philosophers construct towers of
happiness in mid-air and deep mires,
When the basements are built with wars
and weapons, inbuilt peace soon expires!
In sparse thickets and concrete jungles greed
and gluttony rules,
Guns ride cars and raid innocents of their
honesty and freedom tools,
Poor and helpless become daily asses,
donkeys, camels and mules,
To carry the burden of rich and famous
on their shoulder stools!
A few braves think about common good,
And they jump into parasols of black wood,
In the lawless jungles they think of Robin Hood,
Hounds and hawks bite them to martyr hood!
Where are you, O tears?
Dried in blood, O dears!
Amen!

✧✧✧✧✧
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42. Facebook Sanyasi...
Today, Siddhartha thought, this w.w.w. is
annoying me with non-stop scam and scan,
And I am getting too much of everything
than necessary with my googles and goodies on,
As a prince i can read any wiki leaks and
so my princess too and we conceived a son,
What more i can do in this boring cage,
let me go outside and look at the moon and sun!
O Channa! Why these men are wearing wrinkles
and dyeing their hair white?
O godless god! Why this man is bedridden
and crying in pain? Please wait,
O charioteer! Why this one is pale and silent,
all his people are crying in fright?
In my palace televisions i never saw these things why?
Why i was always right?
On that day’s midnight Siddhartha kissed his
dreaming wife and kid and bid farewell,
Along with his servant Channa he rode his bike
Kanthaka its sound muffled by gods swell!
Rejecting plush offers from father and
multi rational companies of philosophy, well!
He found his own app- the middle way and the
ATM eight fold path to destroy grief shell!
Under the pipal tree he banished blogs, twitters,
what’s ups and Facebook in a fit of moment!
He published his enlightenment on digital screens
to like, share or comment!

✧✧✧✧✧
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43. And Athena competed here with
Poseidon...
He thundered and laughed and his mighty trident
hit the innard matters,
of an adamantine rock, it caved in and burst out a
spring of pristine waters,
Amazed they sat in silence and watched her
slowly sowing a seed and presto!
It grew and grew to become the great olive tree
and she won the city in gusto!
Olive oil won a city for Athena thwarting the
salt waters of Poseidon,
One of the oldest maidens of the world she
dons the violet dress on!
From her womb was born the child of democracy
and she rocked
The cradle of Western civilization and was
called as the educator of the world!
When the ancient gods went into oblivion,
Homer left some legacy samples,
Gods and superhumans lived again, in the wood,
rock images, and temples!
Under Cyclopean walls, Lion gates,
the city of the violet crown became the glorious one!
That attracted Persians feet and fleet to violate
the modesty of the noblest maiden!
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Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Herodotus,
Thucydides, Hippocrates, Socrates
And Pericles, dawned the golden era,
Parthenon towered the heights of Acropolis,
Romans roamed, crusades cruised,
Ottomans utterly crushed, the city declined!
Then came one Thomas Bruce the Earl of Elgin,
Panel by panel he removed and lined
Them to his house-, O Parthenon Frieze,
O temples of Athena Nike and Erechtheum!
O Caryatids! Where is the palladion? What happened to
the salt well of Poseidon?
Where is the sacred olive tree of Athena?
Who opened the tomb of Atreus or Agamemnon?
What happened to the sacred snake of Athena?
Who spoiled the asbestos lychnia the lamp golden?
Every country’s ancient history suffered in the
hands of vandals and investigators!
More than the mysteries they have unravelled,
many of them did sacrilege at the altars!

✧✧✧✧✧
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44. The lost marbles found
in which Museum?
He gave me shining marbles seven in the
Garden of Eden to play!
I lost one while playing apples and rattles
with Eve in the ancient clay!
I stoned my brother to death and told Him
I am not my brother’s keeper,
I refused to embark the Noah’s ark and
lost in the sea of the Time reaper!
Me became synonymous with Sodom and
Gomorrah to be destroyed by the Firestone!
I became Lot’s wife and looked back,
against His orders and became a pillar of salt frozen!
As the jealous brothers of Joseph I pushed him
into the well with the bushes of thorn,
I became the Pharaoh of the Egypt and
persecuted Moses and myself in turn!
By the time of the Son of Him, I have no marbles
left and found the child worse,
Me and my people prosecuted him and
nailed him to the Cross without any remorse!
To cleanse the humanity’s sins how much
blood is needed to flow from the cross?
Me and you, can we search for the lost virtues
and gained sins and lose them as dross?
How do we get our marbles back from this
pollution drenched clay?
A Shakespearean man in the last of his seven ages
can he realise His play?

✧✧✧✧✧
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45. The Six Tastes of a Sweet and
Sour Chutney!
(Why and how we celebrate our new year eve UGADI!)
Life is a mixture of emotions, passions and actions,
vivid colours and visions,
This Universe a thoughtful uni verse of God,
the duality of energy and matter,
Travels in three Time zones, expanding in four directions,
imbued with five life forces-pranas,
Seasoned with six tastes of seasons, decorated by
seven colours of rainbow and water,
Protected by the rulers of eight directions and
corners, enraptured by nine essences,
The Lord God divided Himself into Trinity and
Brahma the creator started his work,
This day is the beginning of a new year...on first day
of the bright half of Chaitra month,
Vishnu the god of protection blesses and Siva
the god of destruction warns baddies at length!
In the twilight hours of this auspicious day,
in the pleasantness of sonorous chants and temple chimes,
In the thoroughly cleaned houses decorated
with rangoli- kolamulu,
We wakeup early and take full oil headbaths
and slip into new clothes,
We decorate house with mango leaves,
banana stems, entrances and doors don regal look,
Threshold wood logs get their saffron and turmeric
makeup, coconuts sit cozy
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on the lips of copper and pentametal vessels,
Altars emanate frankincense and myrrh,
Oil lamps and candelabras sprout new wicks
and pleasant flame flowers of light,
On the table are ready, pulihora-yellow rice,
sweet bhaksya pancakes, kheer-milk rice,
We all gather and hear to the pundit or
scholar explaining this year’s panchanga,
That gives a bird’s eye view of the
oncoming days of this year and
We regale in the songs of modern bards
reciting poetry and blessing the populace!
The master recipe of today is the ‘ugadi chutney,
a mixture of ingredients six,
Jaggery, sugar and ripe banana (sweet)
express happiness,
Tamarind juice (sour) reminds us the
disgust for certain things,
Fresh neem buds and flowers (bitterness)
reminiscences of sadness,
A pinch of salt (saltiness) pinching fear,
Green or Red chilly or pepper (hot)
fuming anger and wrath,
Fresh cut pieces of unripe mango (tango)
imposing an element of surprise,
This chutney is divine and prepares us to
accept the unexpected happenings of life!
Sri Hevalambi is this year’s name recurs
once in every sixty years, half of the human allotted life,
O man! Your life span of hundred and twenty years,
celebrate it with all joy and happiness without any strife!

✧✧✧✧✧
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46. Don't sleep snoring in the
Ring of Fire!
In many rock caves in the snow clad mountain
mouths, inside a ring of fire,
Where tectonic plates serve cooked lava
under high pressure ire and ash mire,
Four hundred and fifty two fire spitting boils
ready to explode fire and pumice labs,
As the deep ocean trenches along subduction
zones allow sliding of sea floor slabs!
The circum -Pacific girdle belt of the damsel
earth fumes, frets in fissure faults,
Hephaestus or Vulcan the god of fire,
volcanoes and metalworking works in his vaults,
His wife the most beautiful Aphrodite the
goddess of love causes more burning,,.
And incites the young and old to challenge
flames and fires of physical singeing!
It burns burns and burns where Valkyries
dance and mermaids prance,
The wheeze whistles of hidden caves
entices the stubborn sailors of chance,
When they dare to sail into the ring of fire,
the rocks dissolve, old snakes hiss,
The futile winds of hot gasses swish and the
raised tsunami hands speak bliss!
When one moves into the fantasies of below belt,
forest fires engulf the desires of lust,
When tectonic plates move into the ring of
fire whole Pacific ocean burns in big blast!

✧✧✧✧✧
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47. Ti en einai, ti esti!
‘The what it was to be is the what it is’-,
Quiddity and haecceity, the terms of ease,
In philosophy they express ‘thisness,’
It is the individual specific essence!
‘Existence preceeds essence’
Essence is the soul with no metaphysical existence
It is the cornerstone of rationalism,
The individual is the supreme moral entity or form.
Free act and conscious thought are the
attributes of man the social animal !
Emptiness is empy of essence,
it is the one that holds the entity together ,
To do one’s duty is to express one’s essence!
We steam boil or distil the petals and
sepals of rose flowers to get the essence,
Man need to be test boiled and distilled
to the essence to have a worthy existence!
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48. In Search of Mead and a
Good Deed...
Who taught the honey bee to yield a spear
and collect mouthfuls of nectar?
Who coached the fish to swim in a swarm
and paint the sea with myriad star?
Who ordered the birds to sing symphonies
in the nature’s holy theatre?
Who tutored the snakes and peacocks to
dance on the stage of Creator?
Who placed the oceans on earth and filled
their cups with salt water?
Who stirs and placate the volcanoes of
their rage and burning mater?
Who sweetens the breeze and swirls the
tornadoes wheeze in a platter?
Who controls the planets, stars and galaxies
in their respective places to chatter?
Who defied His orders and went apples
and bananas to wander in desert?
Who challenged His laws and constructed
the towers of Babel in hot pursuit?
Who bargained with Lucifer and signed the
blood contract and sold his soul?
Who built up modern warfare in the name of
re-creating the earth and becoming a ghoul?
In the laboratory of humans the weapons of
physical destruction play ball,
In the purgatory and paradise of God,
the mercy and love reconstructs us all!

✧✧✧✧✧
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49. Seven Sorrows of Mother Mary!
O blessed guiding star! My wound without scar!
Many swords pierced my heart to bring tears, O Star!
On that day in that great temple of Jerusalem,
You were in the hands of holy Simeon for purification,
He said you will be a sign from God many people
will speak against,
And sorrow, like a sharp sword will break my own heart!
O blessed guiding star! My wound without scar!
Many words pierced my heart,
even before you were born, O Star!
King Herod was searching for the child born
to be the king of Jews,
When the visitors from the East left,
the Lord appeared in a dream to Joseph,
When he told me that we have to go to Egypt,
I shivered with fear of uncertain grief!
A sound is heard in Ramah, mothers were
crying for their slain children non-stop!
O blessed guiding star! My wound without scar!
From Bethlehem to Egypt and thereto Nazareth
the caravan moved O Star!
On the day of Passover Festival,
when you were twelve years old,
Leaving you in the Jerusalem temple,
we left without you,
My heart missed a beat when we found you
missing in the group,
You said –‘knew ye not that I must be in
my Father’s house?’-
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O blessed guiding star! My wound without scar!
You advanced in wisdom and stature and with God and
men’s favor, O Star!
You grew up as a carpenter’s son and
became a teacher and healer of ton!
Many parables you told men,
women and children, calmed the storm,
Walked on river, talked on mountains,
gave food to five thousand men,
The angry Pharisees masterminded your arrest
with Judas helping them!
O blessed guiding star! My wound without scar!
On the road of Via Dolorosa I saw you bearing the cross;
I wept and wept, O Star!
You went out carrying the cross to Golgotha,
we all followed you,
The soldiers were harsh and cruel,
after they crucified you on your cross
They gambled for your robe, you were sorry
for them and us and all!
On a stalk of hyssop the last drops of vinegar
touched your lips and over!
O blessed guiding star! My wound without scar!
‘It is finished’!- you uttered your last words,
my heart screamed, O Star!
Mount Calvary was in mourning;
they pierced your chest breaking the silence,
The earth shook, the rocks split apart,
the graves broke open, dead were raised,
The curtain hanging in the temple was torn
in two from top to bottom,
And the Roman officer was terrified and said‘He really was the Son of God!
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O blessed guiding star! My wound without scar!
We three Mary women were looking on from a
distance in awe, O Star!
Joseph from the town of Arimathea obtained
permission from Pilate,
With the help of Nicodemus took Jesus body down
and wrapped it,
In a mixture of myrrh, aloes and in white linen,
and put the body in a cave tomb!
This was on Friday, we rested in grief on
Sabbath day, and on Sunday morning we came!
O blessed guiding star! My wound without scar!
Your body was not there! In grave silence we
remembered your words, O Star!
O blessed guiding star! My wound without scar!
Seven swords made me a wound and a mother of
all around, O Star!
(The Seven Sorrows.
1. The Prophecy of Simeon. (Luke 2:34–35)
2. The escape and Flight into Egypt. (Matthew 2:13)
3. The Loss of the Child Jesus in the Temple of Jerusalem.
(Luke 2:43–45)
4. The Meeting of Mary and Jesus on the Via Dolorosa.
5. The Crucifixion of Jesus on Mount Calvary. (John 19:25)
6. The Piercing of the Side of Jesus, and His Descent from the Cross.
(Matthew 27:57–59)
7. The Burial of Jesus by Joseph of Arimathea. (John 19:40–42))

✧✧✧✧✧
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50. When the Sun God Ra Drove his ship
on the Milkyway...
While I was cruising along the Blue Nile looking
at the silver moon,
Four thousand miles and five million years of
joyful smiles in swoon,
Permeated the verdant banks with reeds and
dates as boon,
The tides kissed the sky and love flooded the
fields and fed them with ancient spoon!
O Desert brother Set! You set me Osiris,
into a tricky sarcophagus and threw me into Nile!
My coffin lodged at Phoenician Byblos and a
tamarisk tree grew around me in nice style!
The king of Byblos admired the tree and made
with its trunk a magnificent column,
O Isis, my beloved wife! As a gift you received
the pillar and me dead in that coffin!
O Set of the cruel desert! You threatened the
guard Nepthys and found my corpse,
Oh, you hacked me into pieces and scattered them
throughout Egypt without any remorse!
Nomes and temples grew over the body parts thirteen
but where has gone the penis piece?
Devouring it a crocodile of Nile, Sobek became the
god of fertility and harbinger of peace!
Incomplete i am, without the organ,
I cannot return to life, but Nile received me in its sway,
So it has become the source of life to Egypt and
in the celesial mirror it reflects the milkyway.....
(and when the sun god Ra drove his ship on the milkyway...)
Osiris....Isis....Set....Nepthys.....4 children of Geb..the sky
god and Nut the earth goddess. .

✧✧✧✧✧
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51. The Mermaid Tears!
On the shores of Copenhagen, I met a mermaid and a song,
Her eyes were wet and the tears filled the Baltic sea all along,
On a rock by the waterside at the Langelinie
promenade she was sitting sad,
Hundreds of tourists gazed at her everyday but
none cared to make her glad!
Against consumerism some situationalists showed
their anger on her head,
They took her sawn head to their fold after that
what happened nobody told!
The attached new head looks like the original but
she doesn’t care any more!
Now all frustrated elements vandalize her face,
hands and body with ink and score!
And in my dream she told me to visit her sister in
Thessaly of Macedonian Nike,
Alexander the great’s half-sister welcomed me
to her namesake Thessalonike,
When my boat was capsized in the Aegean sea
I heard the mermaid cry loudThe storm winds and serpentine waves rose
up like an unbound Gorgon cloud,
‘ Is Alexander the king alive?’- she roared,
I spoke as advised by her Dane sister’ Yes, he lives and reigns and conquers the world,!the sea became calm thereafter ,
She kissed my hands that wiped the tears of the
little mermaid in Copenhagen,
And her tears filled my cupped hands and I woke up
from sleep all of a sudden,
My boat crashed the rocks and i was thrown out of
my boat on to the shore face down,
And in my hands i found the tears of mermaid
frozen into the sea glass beads of renown!

✧✧✧✧✧
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52. Anti-Romeo Squads!
Romeo was still on the first step of the fragile love ladder,
Juliet was yet to come to the window in makeup re-order,
Two households both alike, in biphasic mental disorder,
Anti-Romeo squads took up to streets with hate gall bladder!
Served chill were the vacant notices to the porticos and parks,
Where lovers loved to smoke with their fumes of sigh sparks,
What is in a name? That which we call a rose or prose or tree or poetry,
By any other name would smell or taste,
as sweet made in the divine pantry!
When Romeos borrow Cupid’s wings and
soar in the bounty sky,
Juliets wear gossamer wings and
fire sparkling eyes to fly very high!
Some young goons with loiters itch go
mouth shopping at fair malls,
Moral policing squads bar them in barrels
to teach them in manned walls!
When holy wars, crusades,
jihads enter the pristine fields of love,
What else the real Romeo and Juliet
can do except jump from above?
They teach the torches to burn bright,
and nourish the seas with their tears,
Haunted by dreams and hunted by the honor killers of
caste, creed and religious fears!
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O Romeo, Romeo! Wherefore art thou Romeo?
Why running away like a cat crying meow, meow?
Thee used to jest at stars that never felt a bound,
Why now bedaubed in blood is thy hideous wound?
Like fire and powder in monkey’s hands,
the squad squids squirt explosion,
I fear, O Juliet! We may not meet again,
in the parks and porticos of passion!
Let us throw this poison and dagger of opposition
on this society of cruel emotion,
And let us both use this love potion,
and live happily ever after in that divine ocean!

✧✧✧✧✧
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53. Sprinkling Sugar on the
Salt Seas...
Squeezing the honeycombs and crushing the
sugarcane stems and beet roots,
They started sweetening the sweat of the
slaves by sprinkling the molasses,
On their skin and bone bodies and
took away the sugar heaps and honey glasses,
To their home towns crossing the seven seas
while crushing the slaves with iron boots!
On the decks moonlight and sunshine
tanned their white hosts,
While in the dark hold, darker slaves
became the darkest ghosts,
On the shores the chained ghosts moved
like zombies into plantations,
Under the constant fear of whips and
boots and meager rations;
The blood, sweat, and tears of the
black timid children of the lesser gods,
Became the white transparent crystals of
sugar in the baskets of white lords.
O Mother Africa, where are you?
Cried those children brushing the roots,
Whips sang, guns bang, death danced
on the frozen blood amidst of hoots!
Though you were burnt alive on slow fires
or broken on wheels you fought and won freedom!
Though they tried their best by sprinkling sugar
on salt seas you preferred martyrdom!

✧✧✧✧✧
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54. Seedless Grapes- Gapeless Truths!
An ultimate agreement of all investigators
about a fact appraisal for good,
Aletheia or Veritas saved by Cronos or Time
from the clutches of falsehood,
An ancient metaphysical faith proclaiming
‘God is Truth and Truth is Divine’!
Truth holds a mirror in one hand,
serpent in another, quod est veritas, o ravine?
Is Truth an illusion or a metaphor,
or a worn out coin that lost its picture and value?
Satyameva jayate- Truth alone wins or
Satyam muktaye- Truth liberates what purlieu?
When Truth is a regular casualty in the
hands of the falsehood mercenaries on prowl,
The reality is camouflaged by the glitter of
Goebbels mirrors in the wide eyes of an owl,
All the fruits of human endeavor go seedless,
plants grow by offsets, pups and graft,
Clones takeover the throne, Cavendish Bananas,
Grapes, water melons, and citrus fruit,
Go creedless like tomato, pineapple,
cucumber and dates, unavailable for future show,
Like the modern humans who prefer to be seedless by
constant wars hidden in their shoe!
When you squeeze the Truth-paste it gets out
in hurry to tell others the Truth of your wage!
Like the seedless fruits once they get a pest, no clone
remains alive to tell you in any language!
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55. Dyeing Declaration...
While I was running out time in the corridors of life,
though the said station is far far away,
I noticed a grey tree amidst of the thick black forest,
mirroring its aloneness in the glassy way!
I woke up to a jump start like a monkey on the
tree top bit by a honeybee on its nosegay,
And thought of many ways to cut, pick, pluck it with
fingers, forceps, scissors or any other reggae!
Yes, it seemed to me a music that I do not want to face,
otherwise what my girlfriend would say?
‘O man! Already one white streak up, a low count down,
and your purse is not fat and how can I lay?’
She never said that, but my mind says so; So I plucked it
so carefully as though I was eliminating a bush
Of thorns from its roots and threw it in the dust bin
and felt a deep sigh inundating me in a relief gush!
Some days went fast like Maglev train, but the
revenge of white tree is so sudden this time it brought,
Along with it a few more mercenaries, gave me stern
warning that my future is going to be snow white!
After a lot of sulking and compromises I decided to paint
the canvas; washed the forest in no condition,
Coated the coastline with wash line, inch by inch I died
while dying my hair for the first time rendition!
Now I am sufficiently experienced in washing
my airs n color them with youth black or vivid color bars,
But my dyeing declaration reminds me of the trees I
plucked and painted to camouflage the old horse!
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56. Apple Bite!
Whlie the monks and ministers google
for the elusive soul,
The worm hissed about the eve of a
brand new innovative doll!
Under the tree of knowledge everybody
talked about sharing the dole,
When God appeared they covered their shame
with the begging bowl!
That apple was hanging on the poverty line of
advertising trick,
All the political snakes wishes to feed it
to the gullible quick!
When the spider web shows the divine naked
beauties at a click,
Where is the necessity of hurt penance to
embrace a divine nymph chick?
Cheeky are the political cherubims of
prime god weild a flaming sword,
Which flashes back and forth to guard the
way to the tree of life making noise hard!
Now all the monks sit before the apple and
look for the Eve of their choice as reward,
O Apple! Then, you corrupted Adam and Eve
and brought upon us, the death ward!
Aha! Now even the sages that renunciated
everything are hooked by your charm,
God only knows, what they are looking for,
the windows are open too, they can peep, no harm!
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57. Lilacs out of the Deadland!
Let’s bury the hatchets and sow the
stars in the clear blue fields,
Under the light of day and night lamps,
let us drink seven seas,
To blossom into black and white clouds
and rain our joy tears,
On to the parched tongue of earth and
flood her with verdant hues.
Why, oh man? Now you stopped looking
at us and imprisoned yourself,
In the concrete cells and cellars,
and in the moving iron shelf,
To cuddle brainless before narcissistic
idiot boxes of waste stuff,
To degenerate into zombies of credit and
debit machines walking stiff!
Come here, step into the gardens of hope,
here the rivers of love flow perennially,
The ever green trees of life bloom vivid colours
of flowers and yield fruits selflessly;
Oh, tired man! Wipe your sweat off
your withered body, come on sing along,
The bird bards of lore beckons you to join them
and the phoenix awaits with its swansong!
Let all the scar lands and war fields be flooded
with the blood stained rain from the Cross!
Let lilacs and asters grow abundant and bury the
hatchets all over the waste lands across!

✧✧✧✧✧
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58. Wheatfield with Cypresses
and Crows...
On a starry night over the Rhone,
near the cafe terrace at night, in the bedroom,
The potato eaters gathered around the
Fourteen Sunflowers in a vase, in gloom,
The yellow house needed decoration,
the old mill, the boats on the sea and the village,
The bedroom in Arles, the chairs, all were waiting
for the visit of the sunflowers blaze!
The night cafe is a place where one can ruin
oneself, go mad, or commit a crime,
When there is excessive tension and
break up point an altercation with the primitivist,
What voices assaulted him and severed his left ear
with a razor was uncertain,
But the piece of the ear in a paper parcel was
delivered to a woman in a brothel known,
What is acute Mania? When ‘le fou roux’
the red headed madman,
Who could produce two thousand paintings
and drawings with feverish brain,
He needed an asylum to subdue the anguish
of a sorrowing oldman by the veil of time,
Among the thatched cottages by a hill,
among peasants in sowing drill, in melancholic rhyme,
A wheatfield with cypresses and crows witnessed
a bullet rushing into his chest cover,
Two days later, the starry night became
clouded leaving ‘the sadness to last forever’(Vincent van Gogh....30 March 1853 to 29 july 1890...aged 37 years)
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59. Poetry
Who broke my blue saucer?
Thundered the Sky.
Black clouds ran helterskelter,
Lightning hid its ray,
-’ i have infinite blue glue from divine store! The blue sky mumbled. ..
Tears rained from clouds eyes,
Earth blossomed vivid passions,
Raindrops and sun rays danced in rainbows. ..
In the verdant vastness birds sang lullabies,
Beasts danced and ancient fish scribbled
epics on wave pages..
On the distant shores...
Poets gathered pearls.....
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60. The Sommelier's Knife!
The pleasant aroma from the kitchen of Odin’ s
gourmetahaven
started dissolving the screens of resistance
in the halls of Valhalla heaven,
One by one warrior poets made their entry
with Valkyries waiting on!
i took my seat before the array of divine
crystal glasses, the banquet is bonbon!
The tastevin vessels are thirsty like clear lakes
waiting for the moonlight!
Now the knife kissed the screws and the
wine bottles pursed their lips bright!
To see, swirl, sniff, sip and savor, my senses
jumped forward in divine light,
My brain raced with the inputs from eyes,
nose, tongue and eager palate might!
When the Odin’s mead flows into blood,
the dots, lines, shapes and images,
Of vivid colours transform into letters, words,
sentences, books and epic of sages!
Sip, O poet warrior! First gaze at the sparkling white,
red ruby liquid of ages,
Then touch gently with your lips,
then with the tip of the tongue, and sides in mazes
And over it and up above the palate, a smooth rage of
blazes let it simmer into images!
Close your eyes and say what it whispered
to you in divine words,
So far you have savoured my poetry that
took me and you in to other worlds!
(The SOMMELIER’S KNIFE. ...wine key .... corkscrew )
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